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Abstract

A new kinetic integral equation for the study of the ion temperature gradient driven mode in toroidal geometry is developed that includes the ion toroidal (curvature and magnetic gradient) drift motion $\omega_D$, the mode coupling from finite $k_\parallel$ due to the toroidal feature of the sheared magnetic configuration. The integral equation allows the stability study for arbitrary $k_\parallel v_i / (\omega - \omega_D)$ and $k_\perp \rho_i$. A systematic parameter study is carried out for the low $\beta$ circular flux surface equilibrium. Possible correlations between the unstable mode characteristics and some experimental results such as fluctuation spectrum and anomalous ion transport measurements are discussed.
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I. Introduction

The ion temperature gradient driven mode (ITG mode), or $\eta_i$-mode, has been of great interest in theoretical studies of plasma confinement physics and nuclear fusion in recent years. The objectives of these investigations are to understand and to explain some experimental observations which indicate that the $\eta_i$-mode turbulence is a plausible candidate for the anomalous ion energy transport.\textsuperscript{1-4} Some fluctuation studies\textsuperscript{5,6} suggest the presence of the ion-mode feature, but a direct correlation of such turbulence with theory on the anomalous ion transport has not been obtained.

A comprehensive study\textsuperscript{7} on the correlation between the $\eta_i$-mode turbulence and the density modification experiment on the TFTR tokamak is carried out, recently, with existing $\eta_i$-mode theories. It is pointed out\textsuperscript{7} that present theories seem to be insufficient to explain some experimental observations and a more complete study of $\eta_i$-mode is anticipated. Here an improved formalism for the most general integral equation for low frequency perturbations such as the $\eta_i$-mode in toroidal geometry derived in Ref. 8 is developed and applied to obtain detailed numerical results for tokamak plasma parameters.

Theoretical studies on $\eta_i$-mode are numerous. Most of the studies, however, are performed under some limits or approximations. The slab $\eta_i$-mode studies\textsuperscript{9-11} only consider the driving force due to the coupling of the parallel transit of the particles with the temperature gradient. The kinetic effects including the arbitrary Larmor radius effect and the full parallel Landau resonance damping are taken into account while the particle drift motion due to magnetic curvature and gradient are neglected. In the fluid limit\textsuperscript{12-14} these kinetic effects are neglected where some nonlinear studies are carried out due to the simplicity of the equations used. Local toroidal $\eta_i$-mode studies\textsuperscript{15,16} consider the driving force due to the coupling of the particle curvature and grad-$B$ drift with temperature gradient while neglecting the variation of the drift motion along the poloidal direction and shear effect. Some expansions\textsuperscript{17,18} such
as small $k_{\parallel}u_{\parallel}/(\omega - \omega_{D})$ can significantly reduce the complexity of the gyrokinetic equation in toroidal geometry but are not appropriate when such conditions are broken. An integral equation including all ion kinetic mechanisms except the trapped particle effect is derived in Ref. 8 but emphasis is put on the fluid and local kinetic limits and very few results are available in the general kinetic parameter regime. A comprehensive study of the $\eta_{i}$-mode is carried out in Ref. 19 using a particle simulation approach.

A more complete study of the $\eta_{i}$-mode in toroidal geometry is needed either in order to more accurately assess the actual relevance of the $\eta_{i}$-mode to the experimental observations or for the completeness of $\eta_{i}$-mode theoretical study.

In the present work we derive a new integral equation to study the ion temperature gradient driven mode in toroidal geometry. This equation includes the curvature and magnetic gradient drift motion of the ions and the mode coupling due to the spatial inhomogeneity in the toroidal magnetic configuration. The full ion transit $k_{\parallel}u_{\parallel}$ and toroidal drift effects $\omega_{D}(v_{\perp}^{2}, v_{\parallel}^{2}, \theta)$ are retained while the ion bouncing motion is neglected for simplicity. Electrons are considered to be adiabatic. Essentially, the new equation is equivalent to the one derived in Ref. 8. Nevertheless the integral equation given in the present work has some characteristics which allow the fast computation of the spectrum of eigenvalues with the modest computer time (3 min/eigenvalue on the CRAY-2). By using the integral equation, detailed full kinetic results for a number of issues such as the effects of toroidicity, safety factor, shear, and the ratio of the electron temperature to the ion temperature on the mode are obtained. At the same time a quasi-toroidal model is considered where the magnetic curvature and grad-B drift is assumed to be constant over a flux surface (a more detailed explanation is given in Sec. II). Results from the general toroidal equation, the quasi-toroidal model and the familiar local kinetic equation are compared.

The remainder of this work is organized as follows. In Sec. II the new integral equation is given and its characteristics are discussed. The numerical results are presented and compared
in Sec. III, and the concluding remarks and discussions are given in Sec. IV.

II. Integral Equation in Toroidal Geometry

The dynamics of a low frequency electrostatic perturbation in inhomogeneous plasmas is described by the quasineutrality condition,

$$\tilde{n}_e = \tilde{n}_i .$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Here, in the \( \eta_i \) mode study the perturbed electron density \( \tilde{n}_e \) is taken to be the adiabatic response to the electrostatic perturbation \( \tilde{\phi} \); i.e.,

$$\tilde{n}_e = \frac{e n_0 e}{T_e} \tilde{\phi} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

On the other hand, the perturbed ion density \( \tilde{n}_i \) in an axisymmetric toroidal geometry (like tokamak) is given by

$$\tilde{n}_i = -\frac{e n_0 i}{T_i} \tilde{\phi} + \int d^3 v J_0(\alpha) h ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where \( T_e \) and \( T_i \) are the temperature of the electrons and the ions respectively, and \( \alpha = (2b_i)^{1/2} v_{\perp}, v = v/v_{\parallel}, 2b_i = k^2 v_{\parallel}^2/\Omega_i^2, v_{\parallel} = (2T_i/m_i)^{1/2}, \) and \( \Omega_i = eB/m_ic \) is the ion gyrofrequency, \( J_0(\alpha) \) the Bessel function of zeroth order. The nonadiabatic response \( h \) is determined by solving the gyro-kinetic equation,

$$i \frac{v_{\parallel}}{R/q} \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta} h + (\omega - \omega_D) h = (\omega - \omega_{*T}) J_0(\alpha) F_M = \frac{e n_0 i}{T_i} \tilde{\phi}(\theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

with

$$\omega_D = 2\tau_e^{-1} e_n \omega_{*e} (\cos \theta + \sin \theta \sin \theta) \left( \frac{v^2_{\perp}}{2} + v^2_{\parallel} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where \( \omega_{*T} = -\tau_e^{-1} \omega_{*e} \left[ 1 + \eta_i \left( v^2_{\perp} + \frac{v^2_{\parallel}}{2} \right) \right], \omega_{*e} = \frac{ck_B T_e}{eBLn} \) is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency, \( L_n = -(d \ln n/dr)^{-1} \) is the density gradient scale length; \( \eta_i = L_n/L_{Ti} \) with \( L_{Ti} \) being the ion temperature gradient scale length; \( \epsilon_n = \frac{L_n}{R} \) with \( R \) being the major
radius of the torus; \( \tau_s = \frac{2\pi}{q} \); the magnetic shear \( \hat{\delta} = \frac{\varepsilon}{q} \frac{d\delta}{dr} \) with \( q \) being the safety factor; \( F_M = (\pi v_{th}^2)^{-3/2} \exp(-\nu^2) \). We note that the well-known ballooning mode representation\(^20\)

\[
\tilde{f}_n(r, \theta, \zeta) = \sum_{m=-\infty}^{\infty} e^{im\delta} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-im\delta'} e^{-in(\zeta-\theta')-i\omega t} \tilde{f}_m(\theta') d\theta',
\]

where \( \zeta \) and \( \theta \) are the toroidal and the extended poloidal angle, respectively, has been used in deriving Eq. (4) and the usual circular flux surface equilibrium model has been used in Eq. (5).

In solving Eq. (4), for simplicity, we ignore the trapped ion contribution, which is relevant only for very low frequency perturbations of \( \omega \approx \omega_{bi} \) (ion bounce frequency). In addition for the passing particles we neglect the \( v_\parallel \) modulation along the unperturbed particle orbit due to the equilibrium magnetic field. The following Fredholm homogeneous integral equation of second kind\(^21\) can be obtained from the quasineutrality condition Eq. (1),

\[
(1 + \tau_s) \tilde{\phi}(\theta) = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} d\theta' K(\theta, \theta') \tilde{\phi}(\theta')
\]

with

\[
K(\theta, \theta') = -i\tau_s \int_0^\infty 2\pi v_\perp dv_\perp \int_0^\infty dv_\parallel \frac{qR}{|v_\parallel|} e^{i(\sigma(\theta) - \sigma(\theta'))} \text{sgn}(\theta - \theta') \omega_*(\alpha) J_0(\alpha) J_0(\alpha') F_M
\]

where

\[
\sigma(\theta) = \int_{\theta}^{\theta''} d\theta'' \frac{qR}{|v_\parallel|} (\omega - \omega_D(\theta''))
\]

and the nonadiabatic response \( h \), the solution of Eq. (4) with the boundary condition \( h(\theta) = 0 \) as \( |\theta| \to \infty \),\(^8\) has been obtained and substituted into Eq. (3). The \( v_\perp \) integration in Eq. (8) can be performed analytically, and the resulting equation is the Eq. (7) of Ref. 8.

A. Toroidal Kinetic Integral Equation

In contrast to Ref. 8 the \( v_\parallel \) integration in Eq. (8) is changed to the integration over \( \tau \) by introducing

\[
\tau = \frac{qR|\theta - \theta'|}{v_\parallel v_{hi}}.
\]
It is easy to recognize that $\tau$ is the time interval $t - t'$ with $t$ and $t'$ being the time corresponding to the extended poloidal positions $\theta$ and $\theta'$, respectively, in the present case that the modulation of $v_\parallel$ along unperturbed particle orbit is neglected. Now it is the right time to point out that the kernel of the integral equation is the ensemble average over the Maxwellian velocity of the two-time $t - t' = \tau$ correlation function required for the nonlocal plasma susceptibility operator $\tilde{\chi}_j$ defined by $\delta n_j(x,t) = (n_0 e_j / T_j) \tilde{\chi}_j \phi(x', t')$. The integration over $v_\perp$ in Eq. (8) is carried out by taking advantage of the collisionless phase mixing that occurs from the velocity dispersion in the grad-$B$ drift and the result gives the power law decay in $\tau$ of the integral operator. Thus for large $\omega_D \tau$, corresponding to small $\omega / \omega_D$, the correlation function decays as $1 / (\tau \omega_D)^{3/2}$ (see Eq. (12) below) even for $k_\parallel = 0$, where the usual transit time phase mixing $\exp(-k_\parallel^2 \nu^2 \tau^2)$ vanishes. For small $\tau$ the expansion of Eq. (7) leads to the usual small $\omega_D/\omega$ fluid regime. We also use the dimensionless variable $k = \tilde{s}(r_0) k_\parallel \theta = \tilde{s}(r_0) m/r_0 \theta$, which is the Fourier transform of the radial variable $x = r - r_0$ ($r_0$ being defined by $q(r_0) = m/n$) in the toroidal model given by Eq. (6). The connection between $k = k_\parallel \rho_s$ and the ballooning variable $\theta$ is derived by expanding the phase factor $\exp(i n q(r) \theta')$ in Eq. (6) about the local nearest rational surface. By introducing such conversion from $\theta$'s to $k$'s the integral equations (7) and (8) now can be written as

\[ (1 + \tau_e) \hat{\phi}(k) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{dk'}{\sqrt{2\pi}} K(k, k') \hat{\phi}(k') \]  

with

\[ K(k, k') = -i \int_{-\infty}^{0} \omega_{\ast e} \, d\tau \frac{\sqrt{2} e^{-i\omega \tau}}{\sqrt{a} (1+a) \sqrt{\lambda}} e^{-(k-k')^2 / 4\lambda} \left\{ \frac{\omega}{\omega_{\ast e}} \tau_e + 1 - \frac{3}{2} \eta_i \right\} \]

\[ \left[ 1 + \frac{k_\perp^2 + k'_{\perp}^2}{2(1+a) \tau_e} + \frac{k_\perp k'_{\perp}}{(1+a) \tau_e} \frac{I_1}{I_0} + \frac{\eta_i (k - k')^2}{4a \lambda} \right] \Gamma_0(k_\perp, k'_{\perp}), \]  

where

\[ \lambda = \frac{\tau^2}{\tau_e a} \left( \frac{\tilde{s}}{q} e_n \right)^2 \omega_{\ast e}^2 a = 1 + \frac{i 2 e_m}{\tau_e} \omega_{\ast e} \left\{ \left[ (\tilde{s} + 1)(\sin \theta - \sin \theta') - \tilde{s}(\theta \cos \theta - \theta' \cos \theta') \right] \right\} \]  

\[ \left( \theta - \theta' \right) \]
\[ \theta = \frac{k}{s k_\theta}, \quad \theta' = \frac{k'}{s k_\theta}, \tag{14} \]

\[ \Gamma_0 = I_0 \left( \frac{k_\perp k'_\perp}{\tau_\epsilon (1 + a)} \right) e^{-(k^2 + k'^2)/(2 \tau_\epsilon (1 + a))}, \tag{15} \]

\[ k^2 = k_\theta^2 + k^2, \quad k'^2 = k_\theta^2 + k'^2, \tag{16} \]

and \( I_j(j = 0, 1) \) is the modified Bessel function of order \( j \). Also, the wave numbers \( k_\theta, k \) and \( k' \) are normalized to \( \rho^{-1} \) with \( \rho = \sqrt{2 \pi m_i / \Omega_i} \).

**B. Quasi-Toroidal Kinetic Integral Equation**

By looking at the Eqs. (5) and (14) it is easy to notice that the nonlocal contribution of \( \omega_D(\theta) \) in Eq. (5), \( (\cos \theta + s \theta \sin \theta) \), appears in the second term of Eq. (14) on the right side as the average of \( \omega_D \) (Eq. (5)) over the region \((\theta', \theta)\). If we choose \( \theta = 0 \) in Eq. (5), which means that the magnetic curvature and grad-B drifts are considered to be constant and equal to the maximum value at \( \theta = 0 \), then we get the following integral equation for quasi-toroidal model\(^{22} \)

\[ (1 + \tau_\epsilon) \tilde{\varphi}(k) = \int_{-\infty}^{+\infty} \frac{dk'}{\sqrt{2\pi}} K(k, k') \tilde{\varphi}(k') \tag{17} \]

with

\[ K(k, k') = -i \int_{-\infty}^{0} \omega_{*\epsilon} d\tau \frac{\sqrt{2} e^{-i \omega \tau}}{\sqrt{a} (1 + a) \sqrt{\lambda}} e^{-(k-k')^2/4\lambda} \left\{ \frac{\omega}{\omega_{*\epsilon}} \tau_\epsilon + 1 - \frac{3}{2} \eta_i \right. \]

\[ + \frac{2 \eta_i}{1 + a} \left[ 1 - \frac{k^2 + k'^2}{2(1 + a) \tau_\epsilon} + \frac{k_\perp k'_\perp}{(1 + a) \tau_\epsilon} \frac{I_1}{I_0} + \frac{\eta_i (k-k')^2}{4 a \lambda} \right] \Gamma_0(k_\perp, k'_\perp), \tag{18} \]

where

\[ \lambda = \frac{\tau^2}{\tau_\epsilon a} \left( \frac{L_n}{L_s} \right)^2 \omega_{*\epsilon}^2 \tag{19} \]

\[ a = 1 + \frac{i 2 \epsilon_n}{\tau_\epsilon} \omega_{*\epsilon} \tau, \tag{20} \]
and $L_s$ is the scale length of the magnetic shear. All remaining expressions are the same as in the toroidal kinetic integration case. If we put $\epsilon_n = 0$ in Eq. (18) then it reduces to the sheared slab $\eta_t$ mode integral equation.\textsuperscript{10} On the other hand, if $\tilde{\varphi}(k) = \text{const.}$ corresponding to $\tilde{\varphi}(x) \sim \delta(x - x')$, then the $k'$ integration can be done and Eq. (18) reduces to the local kinetic dispersion relation.\textsuperscript{16}

Essentially, equation (11) is equivalent to Eq. (5) of Ref. 8 (will be referred to as Romanelli equation hereafter). However, Eq. (11) has some characteristics compared with Romanelli equation.

First, Eq. (11) shows more clearly the relation between the sheared slab and the toroidal modes. This is due to the change of the ballooning mode space variable $\theta$ to $k$ which corresponds to the Fourier transform of the real space variable $x$ in sheared slab limit. In addition, in Eq. (11) it is easy to identify the shear effect and ballooning effect which are both considered to be important in toroidal geometry. In a general toroidal geometry, where the eigenvalue equation is a complicated 2-dimensional equation in the $r, \theta$ space, we may consider that $k_{\parallel}$ decomposes into $k_{\parallel} = k_{\parallel}^{(t)} + k_{\parallel}^{(s)}$, where $k_{\parallel}^{(t)}$ and $k_{\parallel}^{(s)}$ stand for the ballooning contribution to $k_{\parallel}$ (from the variation of the poloidal modulation in $\theta$ direction of the equilibrium) and magnetic shear contribution to $k_{\parallel}$ (from the variation of the direction of the magnetic field with $r$), respectively. In the well-known ballooning mode formalism for the toroidal mode, the shear effect $k_{\parallel}^{(s)}$ is obtained from the twisting of the eikonal phase factor in Eq. (6) which locally varies as $e^{iqz\theta}$ for the radial profile of the eigenfunction to reduce the 2-D problem to 1-D problem. Effectively, with this local expansion the ballooning mode formalism emphasizes the exact treatment of the ballooning structure of the eigenfunction and the toroidal curvature and the magnetic gradient drifts, i.e. the ballooning effect, while admits a poor treatment of the local shear and the global radial structure of the eigenmode. To treat the local shear effect and the global structure of the mode more exactly, an alternative approximate method has, recently, been used in the fluid simulation
study by Hong and Horton. This method assumes that the toroidal driving force is a constant over a flux surface without variation along the poloidal angle \( \theta \), so that \( k^{(1)}_{\parallel} \simeq 0 \). The toroidal driving force is taken to be the local maximum value at the point \( \theta = 0 \), so that \( \omega_D \simeq k_{\parallel} v_D = 2\epsilon_n \omega_* \left( v_{\perp r}^2/2 + v_{\parallel}^2 \right) \). While this model makes it possible to do the nonlinear simulation of the toroidal mode, we show here that in the long wavelength regime \( k_{\parallel} \rho_s \sim \epsilon_n/q \) it overestimates the growth rate by a factor of 2.

In the quasi-toroidal model (Eq. (18)) the same approach as in Ref. 22 is used for the kinetic study of the \( \eta_r \)-mode. In this model the eigenvalue equation takes the same form as the sheared slab model, except the toroidal mode driving force, which is assumed to be uniform over a flux surface, has been included. So that this model emphasizes the shear effect and ignores the ballooning effect while both approaches keep the toroidicity induced drift effect which is the most important driving force in toroidal geometry.

The second difference of our equation from the Romanelli equation is that the numerical calculation of the eigenvalue can be performed more efficiently than using the Romanelli equation. This is because, first, the kernel \( K(k, k') \) of Eq. (11) as given in Eq. (12) vanishes as \( e^{-(k-k')^2} \) when \( (k - k') \) increases while the kernel of Romanelli equation vanishes as \( e^{-(X-X')} \) when \( (X - X') \) increases, \( X \) in Romanelli equation is the extended poloidal angle as \( \theta \) in Eq. (11)). Second, the kernel of Romanelli equation oscillates very rapidly due to the large phase factor in Eq. (8), \( \sigma(\theta) - \sigma(\theta') \), when \( v_{\parallel} \rightarrow 0 \) and \( (X - X') \) is small but not zero. The oscillation characteristics of the kernel in Eq. (11) do not change when \( \tau \rightarrow 0 \) and \( (k - k') \) is small but not zero. Here by changing the \( v_{\parallel} \) integration to \( \tau \) integral the phase mixing of the oscillation is taken into account analytically leaving the rapid convergent kernel. It is these differences that make the matrix obtained from Eq. (11) a more nearly diagonal matrix which improves the numerical representation of the integral operator and allows the eigenvalue problem to converge much faster. Our numerical experience has shown that the computer time needed to study toroidal \( \eta_r \)-mode with Eq. (11) is about half that required
for the Romanelli equation.

Finally the local kinetic dispersion relation,\textsuperscript{16}
\begin{equation}
(1 + 1/\tau_\varnothing) = \int d^3\nu \frac{(\omega - \omega_\varnothing T)J_0^2(\alpha)F_M}{\omega - \omega_D - k_\parallel \nu_\parallel}
\end{equation}

(21)
can be easily obtained from Eq. (4) by taking \( \frac{1}{\hbar q} \frac{\partial}{\partial \varnothing} = ik_\parallel \) and \( \omega_D(\theta) = \omega_D(0) \). Eq. (22) also follows from Eq. (18) by taking \( \hat{\varrho}(k) = \text{const.} \) and doing the \( k' \) integral.

\section{Numerical Results}

A computer code is developed to solve Eq. (11) numerically. At \( k = k' \) the kernel has a logarithmic singularity which can be easily handled by standard techniques as pointed out in Ref. 8. The integration over \( \tau \) in Eq. (12) is performed with Gaussian rule of even order. The integration over \( k' \) in Eq. (11) is carried out with rectangle rule except near \( k' = k \) where the Gaussian rule of even order is used.

The computer code is tested in two ways. First, it is run in the sheared slab limit (\( \epsilon_n = 0 \)) and tested with the results given in Ref. 10. Second, for \( \eta_i = 2.5, \varnothing = q = \tau = 1, k_\theta \rho_s = 0.45, \epsilon_n = 0.25 \) the normalized real frequency \( \Omega_r = \omega_r/\omega_\varnothing = -0.607 \) and growth rate \( \Omega_i = \gamma/\omega_\varnothing = 0.258 \) are obtained for toroidal mode. The growth rate agrees well with the result given in Ref. 8 while the real frequency is not available there.

In general the dimensionless complex eigenvalue \( \Omega \) is a function of the six parameters \( \eta_i, \epsilon_n, \tau, \varnothing, q, k_\theta \). We have recorded and tabulated the \( \Omega \)'s from all cases that we have run in a data base to be made available in a NERSC public domain file.

1. \( \eta_i \) and \( k_\theta \rho_s \) variation

The normalized growth rate and real frequency as a function of \( \eta_i \) are given in Fig. 1 for \( T_e/T_i = 1, k_\theta \rho_s = 0.75, L_n/L_s = 0.1 \) and \( \epsilon_n = 0.2 \). The solid lines are from Eq. (11) of ballooning formalism and the dotted lines are the results from Eq. (18) of the quasi-toroidal
model. The parameters $\hat{s}$ and $q$ for Eq. (11) are chosen such that $L_n/L_s = \hat{s}\epsilon_n/q = 0.1$, $(q = 2$, $\hat{s} = 1)$. As a comparison the results for slab with the same parameters are given in Fig. 1 by the $\epsilon_n = 0$ curves. For $\epsilon_n = 0.2$ and 0.4 we find that there is a good agreement between full Eq. (11) and the quasi-toroidal model in the growth rate and the real frequency.

In Fig. 2 we show the eigenfunctions in the $k$ space obtained from the three models given in Fig. 1 with $\eta_i = 3.0$ and $T_e/T_i = 1.0$. Fig. 2(a) is the eigenfunction $\Phi(k)$ in sheared slab for $L_n/L_s = 0.1$, $k_\rho \rho_s = k_\theta \rho_s = 0.75$. Fig. 2(b) is the eigenfunction in quasi-toroidal model with $\epsilon_n = 0.2$ while the other parameters are the same as that in the slab case. The eigenfunction from Eq. (11) is shown in Fig. 2(c) with $\hat{s} = 1.0$, $q = 2.0$ and the same parameters used by the other models. The solid lines are the real part and the dotted lines the imaginary part. Here, we note that the eigenfunctions in the quasi-toroidal and sheared slab models are just the Fourier transform of the real $x$-space eigenfunction. The eigenfunctions in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c) are very similar to each other with a half width about $0.6 \rho_s^{-1}$ while the meaning of this is different in each case. The half width of the eigenfunction in the sheared slab case is about $1 \rho_s^{-1}$ which means that the slab mode has shorter wavelength than the quasi-toroidal mode in real $x$-space. So that the toroidal effect can significantly increase the transport induced by the $\eta_i$-mode turbulence when estimated with the mixing length theory as given in Refs. 7 and 22.

The growth rate and real frequency versus $k_\theta \rho_s$ are given in Fig. 3 for different $\eta_i$ values. Again the differences between general toroidal (solid lines) and the quasi-toroidal approximation (dotted lines) are limited. The maximum growth rates are found at $k_\theta \rho_s \sim 0.7$ indicating that small $k_\theta \rho_s$ expansion is not adequate and the full integral formalism is necessary for these parameters. The growth rate and real frequency for different $\epsilon_n$ values are given in Fig. 4 as function of $k_\theta \rho_s$. The maximum growth rates appear at $k_\theta \rho_s \sim 0.7$ just as it does in Fig. 3. Note that the real frequency and growth rate are normalized to $\omega_\star(k_\theta \rho_s)^{-1} = c_s/L_n$ in Figs. 3, 4, and 5.
2. $\epsilon_n$ variation

In Fig. 5 the mode growth rate and real frequency are given as function of $\epsilon_n$ for different $k_\theta \rho_s$ values. Here, we consider only the $\epsilon_n$ effect coming from the toroidal curvature drift term $\omega_D$, and $L_n/L_s = \tilde{s} \epsilon_n/q = 0.1$ is fixed. In order to compare with quasi-toroidal model, $q = 1.5$ is fixed and $\tilde{s}$ varies according to $L_n/L_s = \tilde{s} \epsilon_n/q = 0.1$ in the general ballooning model (solid lines). It is easy to see that the mode real frequency increases significantly with the increasing of $\epsilon_n$. The maximum growth rates occur around $\epsilon_n \approx 0.2$ where the quasi-toroidal approximation is good for general toroidal dynamics. Fig. 5 can also be viewed as a normalized frequency and growth rate versus $\tilde{s} \sim \frac{1}{\epsilon_n}$. In this way it seems that mode coupling has a stronger destabilizing effect when the $\tilde{s}$ value is higher as expected. As an alternative, the results for fixed $\tilde{s} = 1.0$ and varying $q$ such that $L_n/L_s = \tilde{s} \epsilon_n/q = 0.1$ are given (dashed line) when $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.5$. Such a choice does not change the result very much.

The mode growth rate and real frequency versus $\epsilon_n$ are given in Fig. 6 for fixed $\tilde{s} = 1.0$ and given $q$ values (in Fig. 5 $\tilde{s}$ or $q$ varies when $\epsilon_n$ changes) for general toroidal model. It is obtained that the mode real frequency increases up to $-1.3\omega_{*e}$ with the increasing $\epsilon_n \sim 0.5$ while the mode moves to the electron diamagnetic drift direction for $\epsilon_n \lesssim 0.06$. The maximum mode growth rate in this case is much higher than that in Fig. 5. This is reasonable since in Fig. 5 $\tilde{s}$ increases when $\epsilon_n$ decreases in order to keep $L_n/L_s$ constant.

From Fig. 6 it is seen that the mode growth rate increases with $q$ when other parameters are the same. The increase of $q$ separates the favorable and the unfavorable magnetic curvature regions making the localization of the mode to the bad curvature region more complete, leading to higher mode growth rate and transport.
3. Shear variation

The shear variation effect is shown in Fig. 7. The mode real frequency increases with shear increasing for $\hat{s} \lesssim 1$ then keeps constant for $\hat{s} > 1$. At the same time the mode growth rate increases with $\hat{s}$ increasing for $\hat{s} \lesssim 0.5$ then decreases for $\hat{s} \gtrsim 0.5$. For the region $1 < \hat{s} < 2$ the growth rate decreases as $1/\hat{s}$.

4. $T_i$ variation at fixed $T_e$

The effect of increasing $T_i$ at fixed $T_e$ is studied in Fig. 8. The real frequency increases approximately linearly with $T_i$ increasing. For $\epsilon_n = 0.15$ the real frequency becomes positive (rotation in the electron direction) when $T_i$ is low ($T_i \leq 0.25 T_e$). The mode growth rate has maximum around $T_i \sim (0.5 - 1)T_e$. For $T_e/T_i \geq 2$ the mode width $\Delta \theta \gtrsim \pi/2$ so that the mode coupling destabilizing effect seems significant when shear is high enough (low $\epsilon_n$ for fixed $q$ and $L_n/L_e$). For $T_e/T_i \leq 0.8$, $\epsilon_n = 0.15$, the mode width $\Delta \theta \leq \pi/3$ and the mode coupling destabilizing effect is weak (Fig. 8(c)). This change of the mode width with $T_e/T_i$ may explain the fact that the mode growth rate from general toroidal calculation is higher than that from the quasi-toroidal approximation for $T_e/T_i \geq 2$ while it is lower than that from the quasi-toroidal for $T_e/T_i \leq 0.8$ when $\epsilon_n = 0.15$ in Fig. 8(a).

5. $T_e$ variation at fixed $T_i$

The normalized mode frequency and growth rate (normalized to $-\omega \star_i = \omega \star e T_i/T_e$) are given in Fig. 9 as function of $T_e/T_i$ to show the $T_e$ effect when $T_i$ is fixed. In contrast to Fig. 8 where the mode real frequency decreases when $T_e/T_i$ increases, the mode frequency increases when $T_e/T_i$ increases. The behavior of the growth rate is similar to that in Fig. 8 except that the maximum growth rate shifts to higher $T_e/T_i$ and decreases much faster in Fig. 9. It seems necessary to distinguish $T_e$ or $T_i$ changing when $T_e/T_i$ effect is considered. Especially,
the behavior of the real frequency may be used to define the \( \eta_i \)-mode turbulence from the others in experiments.

6. Local kinetic model

The comparison between general toroidal model and the local kinetic approximation is given in Fig. 10. For \( k_\parallel \rho_s \sim 1 \) the results from these two models are very close while the integral equation gives much higher growth rates when \( k_\parallel \rho_s \lesssim 0.5 \).

The comparison between the general toroidal model (Eq. (11)) and the quasi-toroidal model (Eq. (18)) can not be made too precisely because there is one more parameter could be chosen freely in the former than in the latter. Generally speaking, the quasi-toroidal approximation overestimates the driving force of curvature and magnetic gradient drifts (by taking \( \theta = 0 \)) and gives higher growth rate. However, mode coupling which is considered only in the general toroidal model has a strong destabilizing effect when the mode width \( \Delta \theta \) is large enough and shear is high \((s \gtrsim 1.0)\). In such cases the growth rate given by the toroidal model is about 10% to 20% higher than that given by the quasi-toroidal approximation. It has never appeared that the mode growth rate obtained from toroidal equation is much higher than the growth rate obtained from the quasi-toroidal approximation.

IV. Remarks and Discussions

A new integral equation describing the linear dynamics of low frequency perturbations such as the \( \eta_i \) mode in toroidal geometry is developed. The integral equation takes into account the ion drift motion due to the curvature and magnetic gradient, the effect of finite Larmor radius and the arbitrary ratio of \( k_\parallel u_i / \omega_D \). Ion bounce motion is neglected, and the electrons are taken as adiabatic for simplicity. Under these conditions the integral equation is the most general equation.\(^8\) In addition the new formalism of the integral equation has some
characteristics which allow the equation to be solved within reasonable computer time (~3 min/eigenvalue on the Cray-2).

The equation is solved for a wide range of tokamak plasma parameters without further approximation. It can be concluded from the calculations that the real frequency and growth rate of $\eta_i$-mode in toroidal geometry are significantly different from the sheared slab $\eta_i$-mode. Toroidicity effects must be taken into account in the effort to connect theoretical results of the $\eta_i$-mode analysis with experimental observations in tokamaks. The numerical results presented in this work can be used to check the validity of various approximation approaches and may be compared with experimental observations. A numerical table of the complex eigenvalue over the parameter variation considered is being made available on a public domain file or on a disk available upon request.

By using the ballooning mode representation the mode coupling introduced due to the toroidal feature of the equilibrium magnetic configuration is taken into account. It is shown that the mode coupling has a strong destabilizing effect especially when mode width $\Delta \theta \geq \pi/2$ and magnetic shear $\tilde{s} \geq 1$ due to the geodesic curvature effect from $\tilde{s} \theta \sin \theta$ term in Eq. (5).

It is worth mentioning that the real frequency of the mode for $\epsilon_n = 0.4$ is about one order of magnitude higher than the corresponding sheared slab mode frequency (see Fig. 1(b)). The low theoretical mode frequencies of previous ITG models are claimed to be too low to explain the ion feature observed on TEXT drift wave fluctuation spectrum. The increase in the mode frequency from the toroidal effect is in the right direction at least in this respect.

In addition it is claimed that ion energy transport coefficients obtained from kinetic $\eta_i$ mode quasilinear theories are lower than experimental measurements. It is shown in this work that the $\eta_i$ mode growth rate in toroidal geometry is much higher than in the sheared slab, for example, the growth rate for $\epsilon_n = 0.4$ is about 3 times the value of the sheared slab mode when $\eta_i = 3.0$ (see Fig. 1(a)). At the same time the mode width in $x$-space for
the toroidal geometry is about twice the value of the sheared slab mode width (see Fig. 2). This increase of $\gamma(\Delta x)^2$ is in the direction for solving the discrepancy between the $\eta_i$ mode theory and the experimental observations concerning the anomalous ion energy transport. The mode growth rate decreases with $\epsilon_n$ increasing for $\epsilon_n \gtrsim 0.2$. This qualitatively agrees with the confinement improvement in $H$-mode discharges which have rather large value of $L_n$. Detailed calculation using experimental data and comparison with observed results are underway and will be published separately. It is also straightforward to couple trapped electron and impurity effects into Eq. (11) and such work is in progress.
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Figure Captions

1. Normalized growth rate $\gamma/\omega_\infty$ (a) and real frequency $\omega_r/\omega_\infty(b)$ vs. $\eta_i$ for $T_e/T_i = 1$, $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.75$, $L_n/L_s = 0.1$, and $\epsilon_n = 0.2$ and 0.4. The solid lines are the general toroidal with $q = 2$, and $\tilde{s} = L_n q/L_s \epsilon_n$, the dotted lines are the quasi-toroidal approximation and sheared slab limit with $\epsilon_n = 0$.

2. Eigenfunctions $\hat{\phi}(k)$ in the $k$-space for the three cases of Fig. 1 with $\eta_i = 3.0$, (a)–the sheared slab mode; (b)–the quasi-toroidal model with $\epsilon_n = 0.2$; (c)–general toroidal model with $\tilde{s} = 1.0$, $q = 2.0$. The other parameters are the same as used in Fig. 1. The solid lines are the real part and the dotted lines the imaginary part.

3. Normalized growth rate $\gamma L_n/c_s = \gamma k_\theta \rho_s/\omega_\infty$ (a) and real frequency (b) $\omega_r L_n/c_s$ vs. $k_\theta \rho_s$ for $\eta_i = 1.5, 2, 3$ when $T_e/T_i = 1$, $L_n/L_s = 0.1$, and $\epsilon_n = 0.2$. Dotted lines correspond to quasi-toroidal approximation, and the solid lines the general toroidal results with $q = 2$ and $\tilde{s} = L_n q/L_s \epsilon_n$.

4. Normalized growth rate $\gamma L_n/c_s = \gamma k_\theta \rho_s/\omega_\infty$ (a) and real frequency (b) $\omega_r L_n/c_s$ vs. $k_\theta \rho_s$ for $\epsilon_n = 0.2, 0.3, 0.45$ when $T_e/T_i = 1$, $L_n/L_s = 0.1$, and $\eta_i = 2.5$. Dotted lines correspond to quasi-toroidal approximation, and the solid lines the general toroidal results with $q = 1.5$ and $\tilde{s} = L_n q/L_s \epsilon_n$.

5. Normalized growth rate $\gamma L_n/c_s$ vs. $\epsilon_n$ for $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7$ when $\eta_i = 2.5$, $T_e/T_i = 1$, $L_n/L_s = 0.1$. The dotted lines represent the quasi-toroidal approximation, the solid lines the general toroidal results with $q = 1.5$ and the dashed line with $\tilde{s} = 1.0$.

6. Normalized growth rate $\gamma/\omega_\infty$ vs. $\epsilon_n$ for $q = 1.1$, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3 when $T_e/T_i = 1$, $\eta_i = 2.5$, $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.5$, $\tilde{s} = 1.0$. These are the general toroidal results.
7. Normalized growth rate $\gamma/\omega_{*e}$ vs. $\hat{s}$ for $q = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5$ when $\eta_i = 2.5$, $T_e/T_i = 1$, $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.5$, $\epsilon_n = 0.25$. The solid lines represent the general toroidal results and the dotted lines the quasi-toroidal approximation.

8. Normalized growth rate $\gamma/\omega_{*e}$ (a) and real frequency $\omega_r/\omega_{*e}$ (b) vs. $T_e/T_i$ ($T_e =$ constant) for various values of $\epsilon_n$ when $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.7$, $L_n/L_s = 0.1$, $\eta_i = 2.5$. The dotted lines represent the quasi-toroidal approximation and the solid lines the general toroidal results where $q = 1.5$ and $\hat{s} = L_n q/L_s \epsilon_n$ are used. (c) The eigenfunctions $\hat{\phi}(\theta)$ for $\epsilon_n = 0.15$.

9. Normalized growth rate $\gamma/|\omega_{*i}|$ (a) and mode frequency $\omega_r/|\omega_{*i}|$ (b) versus $T_e/T_i$ ($T_i =$ constant) for $\eta_i = 2.5$, $k_\theta \rho_s = 0.70$ and $q = 1.5$. These are the general toroidal results.

10. Normalized growth rate $\gamma L_n/c_s = \gamma k_\theta \rho_s/\omega_{*e}$ (a) and real frequency (b) $\omega_r L_n/c_s$ vs. $k_\theta \rho_s$ for $q = 1.5, 2.0, 2.5$ when $T_e/T_i = 1$, $\epsilon_n = 0.25$, $\hat{s} = 0.6$ and $\eta_i = 2.5$. Dotted lines correspond to local kinetic approximation where $k_\parallel = 1/q R$ is used, and the solid lines the general toroidal results.
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